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Introduction
Prognosis prediction is one of the most clinically relevant issues for both physicians and patients with cancer. Accurate prognosis prediction can help physicians select the optimal treatment (e.g., discontinuation of aggressive interventions at the end-of-life). It is well-known that patients' understanding of their prognosis is poor, [1, 2] and overestimation of their life expectancy could positively affect the preference for more aggressive treatments. [3, 4] Many attempts have been made to address this issue, and several prognosis prediction models have been proposed: the palliative prognostic index (PPI), palliative prognostic (PaP) score, delirium-palliative prognostic (D-PaP) score, and prognosis in palliative care study (PiPS) models. [5] [6] [7] [8] However, these models were developed using the variables from a single time point (e.g., admission date or baseline assessment date), which limits the use of these models under baseline conditions. Because patient's condition during the treatment course can change from the baseline, the development of an adaptable prognosis prediction model that could be applied at any time point after the initiation of chemotherapy, is eagerly warranted in daily clinical practice.
To develop adaptable prognosis prediction models using laboratory variables, we used every serial laboratory variable monitored within 1 year before a death event as time-inclusive data.
Patients and methods

Study population and data collection
Between April 2004 and September 2014, a total of 4,997 patients with cancer who had received systemic chemotherapy were registered in the prospective cohort database (CyberOncology 1 , Cyber Laboratory Inc., Tokyo, Japan) at the Kyoto University Hospital. [9] (Fig 1A) Among them, 2,693 patients with death records at the time of this analysis (March 2015) were considered eligible for this study (Table 1) . These patients were randomly divided into training (n = 1,341) and test cohorts (n = 1,352). One patient from the training cohort and two from the test cohort were excluded because of insufficient data for this analysis. (Fig 1A) In total, 7,606,544 laboratory data at 159,316 time points covering 1,147 items [e.g., white blood cell counts and albumin (Alb) levels] that had been monitored within 1 year before death events were retrieved from CyberOncology 1 and electronic medical records. To improve the feasibility of the models in daily clinical practice, we considered that it was preferable to be comprised of routinely monitored laboratory items. Therefore, we excluded items monitored at less than 50% of all time points (e.g., tumor markers) and urine-based data. Finally, 3,471,521 laboratory Table) The J-ProVal study was a multicenter prospective cohort study involving a total of 58 palliative care facilities in Japan. We included the patients who were receiving chemotherapy from the J-ProVal study cohort. This study was approved by the institutional review boards of the Kyoto University Hospital (E2200) and other participating hospitals.
Statistical analysis
Development of adaptable prognosis prediction models in the training cohort. First, we linked 1,730,535 laboratory variables to 57,581 time points and used these time-inclusive data. We aimed to develop a set of adaptable prognosis prediction models that could predict death events within n months (n = 1-6). Therefore, when constructing such model, laboratory variables monitored within n months before the death event were classified as event data, whereas other data monitored between n + 1 and 12 months before the event were classified as control data. [11] (Fig 1B) Because the positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) are affected by imbalances in the sample size between the control and event data, they were adjusted using the oversampling method to make PPV and NPV interpretable. [12, 13] We considered that three explanatory variables were feasible for the developed model to be generalizable and easy-to-use in daily clinical practice. Therefore, all possible combinations of three different items (e.g., C-reactive protein, calcium, and total protein) from 40 laboratory items ( 40 C 3 = 9,880) were generated; the same number of prognosis prediction models comprising three different items were tested using regularized logistic regression analysis, and the coefficients of explanatory variables were calculated. [12] Because our current prognostic models handled the discrimination of binary survival outcomes within n months (n = 1-6), we considered that logistic regression was more feasible than the Cox regression model.
Model selection in the test cohort. The area under the curve (AUC) and cutoff value were estimated via receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis in the test cohort comprising 1,740,986 laboratory data at 58,157 time points. Model selection was performed on the basis of the AUC values derived from prognosis models predicting death events within n months (n = 1-6).
External validation of selected models. External validation was performed using 2,163 laboratory data at 721 time points from the two independent community hospitals and 765 laboratory data at 255 time points from J-ProVal study cohort. Because the participants in the J-ProVal study who survived for more than 180 days were censored, the validation of the six month model was skipped for the J-ProVal study cohort.
All statistical analyses were performed using GNU R software (version 3.2.0; R Project for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and Python (version 3.5.1; Python Software Foundation).
Results
Development of prognosis prediction models
A total of 59,280 prediction models comprising three laboratory items for death events within n months (n = 1-6) were generated using the training cohort (9,880 models per each prediction month). The performance of these models was evaluated on basis of AUC using the test cohort. Among the top 10 prediction models based on AUC values, the combination of Alb, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and neutrophil (Neu) levels yielded the best and second best prediction performance at four (2, 3, 4, and 5 months) and two (1 and 6 months) of the six tested time points, respectively, (S2 and S3 Tables) and was therefore selected as our prognosis prediction model. A time-series heat map of the three items (Alb, LDH, and Neu) revealed gradual increases in LDH and Neu levels and a decrease in Alb as patients approached the death event. (Fig 2) AUC, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and accuracy of prediction model corresponding to each prediction period (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 months) are summarized in Table 2 , and the regression equations are summarized in Table 3 .
Predictive performance among different tumor types
Next, we tested the fitness of these prediction models across 10 different tumor types. With all tumor types, our models yielded a high level of predictive performance, with AUC values consistently > 0.750 for 1 and 2 months before death events (Fig 3) .
External validation of new prognosis prediction models
External validation was performed using data from two independent community hospitals and the J-ProVal study cohort. The outcomes from two independent community hospitals and the J-ProVal study cohort further supported the good performance of these models as AUC values of > 0.730 and > 0.700 were achieved, respectively (Fig 4) (S4 Table) .
Discussion
In this study, using time-series real-world big data, we successfully developed a set of six adaptable prognosis prediction models for patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy. Our current models allow physicians to select the optimal model according to the clinical condition of the patient and apply them repeatedly at any time point. In other words, physicians can re- Adaptable prognostic models for patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy estimate the prognosis of patients at any time point after the initiation of chemotherapy. We expect that our adaptable models will provide valuable information to both physicians and patients during decision-making for optimal treatment (e.g., indication of palliative chemotherapy or discontinuation of aggressive interventions or referral timing for palliative care service), which is necessary in daily clinical practice.
Previous prognosis prediction models were developed using the variables from a single time point (e.g., admission date or baseline assessment date). In contrast, our current models are based on more robust data than previous models, utilizing every laboratory variables monitored within 1 year before death events. (43 different time points per patient, Fig 1B) To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have applied a similar method to the construction of prognosis prediction models. We have named this method as "time-series real-world big data analysis."
With regard to statistical analysis, we selected logistic regression rather than Cox regression, which is commonly used to develop the prognostic models. Cox regression models are commonly used to estimate the survival, while logistic regression models are to predict a binary outcome. Because our current prognostic models are only for discriminating the binary survival outcomes within a specific time frame, we considered logistic regression is more feasible. In addition, we compared the prediction performance between time-dependent Cox regression models and logistic regression models in the current internal validation cohorts and found that there were no significant differences in prediction performance between logistic regression models and time-dependent Cox regression models. (S5 Table) Our models have another unique feature. Unlike previously published models, which were designed to predict survival durations from specific time points, our models were designed to Table 3 . Regression equation corresponding to each prediction period. (Table 3) In this study, a combination of Alb, LDH, and Neu was selected from 40 explanatory variables according to the prediction performance estimated by AUC. A decrease in Alb levels reflects poor nutrition and/or hypercatabolism in patients with cancer, [14] [15] [16] whereas elevated LDH levels are closely associated with an increased tumor volume [14, 16, 17] . An elevated neutrophil count or neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio has also been reported as an independent prognostic factor in many studies [18, 19] . Therefore, the use of these three factors in our prediction models represents a rational choice.
Moreover, we tested the 2-item and 4-item prognostic models to compare their performance. Models using more items show better performance; however, the difference in AUC between the 3-and 4-item prognostic models was smaller than that between 2-and 3-item prognostic models. (S6 Table) Based on these results, we selected 3-item prognostic models in this study.
Our current prediction models exhibited similar levels of predictive performance across different tumor types according to AUC estimations, suggesting that the models are generalizable to all patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy. The ability to reproduce a high AUC in three independent external validation cohorts further provides strong support for the generalizability of these models.
Undoubtedly, accurate prognostic predictions facilitate the provision of optimal treatments to patients; however, physicians must handle such information carefully because some patients might not want to know about their prognoses. In this regard, the results obtained from any prognosis prediction models should be used properly in daily clinical practice in accordance with individual patients' requests. A potential limitation of our study is the lack of robust evidence that shows the clinical utility of prognosis prediction models including our current models. To clarify these clinical questions, we plan to assess the clinical utility of our models in a large prospective study.
In summary, by applying "time-series real-world big data analysis," we have developed robust and adaptable prognosis prediction models for patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy. We expect that this "time-series real-world big data analysis" will be a promising tool for the future construction of prediction models for other purposes. Table. Comparison of prediction performance among 2-item, 3-item and 4-item prognostic models in the current internal and external validation cohorts. To save time, we used representative prognostic items to develop the 4-item prognostic models and selected albumin (Alb), neutrophil (Neu), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and blood urine nitrogen (BUN) prognostic models on the basis of area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) values. (XLSX)
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